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LASERWAR equipment is the key to your business success
LASERWAR is trusted by laser tag club owners in 76 countries. We have executed more than 25000 orders during the period of 10 years of work on the market. Opening a laser
tag club is a huge step. The success of a new business largely depends on the choice of the equipment supplier. When buying expensive equipment, you should be sure that it
will not let you down during the first months of work and will provide the club with a constant flow of customers and you - with growing profits.

LASERWAR is trusted by laser tag club owners
in 76 countries. We have executed more than
25000 orders during the period of 10 years of
work on the market.

Why do laser tag professionals choose Laserwar?

Advanced
technology

Unique
"smart" devices

Best equipment range
on the market

Full cycle
production

LASERWAR is the only company
on the market with offline, online
and real time statistics on different
specialized platforms. Each technology
comes with unique software. In this way,
you get a complete technological
solution supporting any kind of
laser tag business.

We offer 36 additional laser tag devices.
They will help to implement any scenarios
and make the games exciting and realistic.
For the sake of new vivid impressions,
players will return to your club over
and over again.

At your service - 75 models of weapons,
including its the unique devices of the
company: AK-12LT Predator and
MP9-LT Phoenix. You will be able
to choose equipment for players
of all ages, genders and levels of training.

All the equipment - from
the manufacturing of printed
boards to testing of finished
products is made on the company
premises by professional
employees and passes strict
quality control before the final
shipment to the client.

Precise optics

Security

Universality

Prism and Parallax are the first Russian
optical laser tag systems certified
in accordance with Russian GOSTs.
Their safety is proven and confirmed
by regulatory documents. Range tests
proved the effectiveness of our optics:
the range for snipers is up to 600 meters
in cloudy weather. The newest
Parallax system has a 25-50% increase
in range and a three-fold increase
in accuracy compared to Prism.
The quality of our optical systems
is a great opportunity for your laser tag club.

All components of the game sets are
thoroughly tested before they are
available for sale: safety tests, tests
in various weather and climate conditions.
The result of the research was a successful
completion of the GOST R, CE certification.
You can be sure that the equipment
is completely harmless, meets high
international standards and will withstand
intensive operation.

Our equipment is compatible with
international gaming protocols, including
Miles Tag 2. No matter where in the world
you come across our taggers, you can use
the devices everywhere. This means that
regional championships can be brought
to the international and even world level.

Why buy Laserwar equipment?

Test drive

Upgrade option

Warranty

Support

LASERWAR gives customers
the opportunity to test-drive their
equipment. After 14 days of testing
our products, you will get a complete
overview of the construction,
functionality and design of our products.
It will save you money.

The LASERWAR equipment is developed
according to the principle of backward
compatibility. You won't have to spend
a lot of money to upgrade your arsenal.
Our customers can upgrade their
game sets for little money as part of the
upgrade program.

We are confident in the performance
of the equipment and give a warranty
on the product from 12 to 24 months.
And at the end of the warranty period,
we will always help you with advice
on the business management.
LASERWAR never leaves its customers
alone with the equipment.

We have created an extensive
network of service centers.
You don't have to spend money
sending equipment to us. Repairs
and maintenance can be carried
out at the nearest service center
to your club.

Free software

Promotions and discounts

Ready-made sets

LASERWAR develops unique software
for its equipment. It is installed on a PC
or tablet and allows you to set up the
necessary parameters of the weapon
in a couple of clicks and quickly read
the game stats. The LASERWAR 10th
generation online configurator allows
you to do all that online. It is updated
automatically, so you don't have to worry
about software updates. We provide
the software to our customers
absolutely free of charge.

Our principle: a big order - a big discount.
For several years we have been offering
discounts: "10+2", "15+3", "20+4". A set of
promotional materials that can be used
in the production of any printed souvenirs
is a bonus for any customer. You can pay
for the purchase in instalments.

LASERWAR offers sets of equipment
for owners with a budget of any level
for both indoor and outdoor laser tag.
Ready-to-use solutions can save you
time and money.

Laser tag at home

LASER TAG SET WITH VEST

Visit product page

Prices

(https:/ /laserwar.com/equipments/laser-tag-at-home/laser-tag-set-wit h-vest)

Laser tag game set with a vest - LASERWAR - The 9th generation
of LASERWAR electronics - proven reliability. - The precise
optical system allows combat at distances of up to 180 m. Health and safety certified. - A powerful lithium battery allows up
to 24 hours of play on a single charge. - Bright RGB LEDs and
vibration indicate hits. - Sound level, brightness and type of
backlighting are programmable with the smart Nano remote. The game set can be operated from Android devices.

Laser tag set with vest

$1,147
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LASER TAG HOME KIT

Visit product page

Prices

(https:/ /laserwar.com/equipments/laser-tag-at-home/laser-tag-home-kit )

Laser tag home kit by LASERWAR It is a set of gaming equipment
consisting of two laser tag gunsHornet, two defeat sensors, a
Smart NANO control panel and 2 Smart Li+chargers. The Parallax
optical system allows you to fight at a distance of up to 100 m.
Health safety is confirmed by a certificate. Powerful lithium
battery allows you to play for a day without a break for
recharging. Bright RGB LEDs and vibration will indicate a hit on
the target.

Laser tag home kit

$854
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LASER TAG FOR 2 PLAYERS

Visit product page

Prices

(https:/ /laserwar.com/equipments/laser-tag-at-home/laser-tag-f or-2-players)

Warrior 303 home laser tag set by LASERWAR It is a set of
gaming equipment consisting of two laser tag machinesWarrior
303, two defeat sensors, and Smart NANO control panel. The
Parallax optical system allows you to fight at a distance of up to
100 m. Health safety is confirmed by a certificate. Bright RGB
LEDs and vibration will indicate a hit on the target. The sound
level, brightness and type of illumination are programmed using
the Nano smart remote. Manage the kit from Android devices.
The delivery set includes: Laser tag gunWarrior 303- 2 PCs.
Smart RGB bandage - 2 PCs. Smart NANO remote control.

Laser tag for 2 players

$600
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KIDS LASER TAG SET

Visit product page

Prices

(https:/ /laserwar.com/equipments/laser-tag-at-home/kids-laser-tag-set)

Laser tag set for 2 players by LASERWAR It is a set of gaming
equipment consisting of two laser tag gunsPhoenix, two defeat
sensors, a Smart NANO control panel and 2 Smart Li+chargers.
The Prisma optical system allows you to fight at a distance of up
to 180 m. Health safety is confirmed by a certificate. Powerful
lithium battery allows you to play for a day without a break for
recharging. Bright RGB LEDs and vibration will indicate a hit on
the target.

Kids laser tag set

$912
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LASER TAG FOR 4 PLAYERS

Visit product page

Prices

(https:/ /laserwar.com/equipments/laser-tag-at-home/laser-tag-set-f or-4-players)

Home laser tag setfor playing laser tag for four players. The
Parallax optical system allows you to fight at a distance of up to
100 m. Health safety is confirmed by a certificate. Bright RGB
LEDs and vibration will indicate a hit on the target. The sound
level, brightness and type of illumination are programmed using
the Nano smart remote. Manage the kit from Android devices.
The delivery set includes: AK-12LT Predator (v.9, OLED) 1 PC. MP9LT Phoenix ((v.9, OLED) 2 PCs. Game set Hornet 1 PC. Smart
RGB headband 4 PCs. Charger 4 PCs. Smart NANO remote
control as gift Protective Bumpers as gift

Laser tag for 4 players

$1,741
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LASER TAG SET AK vs AR

Visit product page

Prices

(https:/ /laserwar.com/equipments/laser-tag-at-home/laser-tag-set-f or-adult s)

Laser tag set for adults - The 9th generation of LASERWAR
electronics - proven reliability. - The precise optical system
allows combat at distances of up to 180 m. - Health and safety
certified. - A powerful lithium battery allows up to 24 hours of
play on a single charge. - Bright RGB LEDs and vibration indicate
hits. - Sound level, brightness and type of backlighting are
programmable with the smart Nano remote. - The game set can
be operated from Android devices.

Laser tag set for adults

$1,023
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